[Detection and analysis of alien genes in transgenic rice by fluorescence in situ hybridization].
Using fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) with metaphase preparations, we localized a transferred barnase-psl DNA sequence onto chromosomes in 8 rice transgenic plants. All the tested rice transgenic lines showed hybridization signals on the middle and terminal regions of chromosome arms except for those close to centromeres. In two lines, two different integration sites were identified, and the other lines showed only one integration site. With the aid of Southern analysis and expression detection, we found that the barnase tended to show a higher level expression in the lines whose integration sites near the distal regions of chromosomes, while the expression level became lower in the lines whose integration sites near the centromeres. This result suggested a possible relationship between chromosomal location of transgenes and the expression level. However it showed no obvious relationship between copy numbers and expression levels. In most cases, the results of multi-color FISH showed that barnase-ps1 always integrated at the same position on the chrmosome as the reporter genes(pHctinG).